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After the Fall of the Days of Tech, the world is a harsh and desolate place. Protected behind a

massive Gate, the citizens of GateWide live out their days in the shadow of an evil Sovereign.When

Mathew unexpectedly becomes a Stray, his whole life changes. Suddenly he must leave behind

everything heâ€™s ever known or face life as a slave in the Sovereignâ€™s House. His only chance

is to escape into the wilderness, but with no skills to help him endure that harsh and dangerous

environment, there is little hope that heâ€™ll survive.When he stumbles across a fellow Stray, one

with a strange need to do the right thing even if it endangers her own life, he thinks he just might

have a chance. But he soon discovers that the forbidden device that he possesses puts him in far

more danger than he ever imagined.Hunted by the Sovereignâ€™s Enforcers and surrounded by

mutated creatures in the vast wilderness, Mathew must learn to do more than just survive. He must

find a way to live.If you liked Lord of the Rings, then you should read The Narrow Gate.
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This is a continuation of After the Fall. As with my review of that book, this one has Christian



overtones, but isn't pushing it on you like some other Christian science fiction books. Kara, now

along with Matthew, is trying to find the path to the narrow gate to find her father.While I thoroughly

enjoyed it and recommend to others, I don't see myself continuing the series.It's listed as being a

156 page book selling for $2.99 when I bought it. It's actually a 90 page book that then includes

After the Fall in its entirety (which I already have). That should have been disclosed in the

description.

I stumbled upon this book (and the pre-quel, After the Fall) just by doing a search for free Christian

Kindle books. I read "After the Fall" first and kind of enjoyed it but I could barely put down "The

Narrow Gate." Oh my goodness. I feel like it is a cross between Hunger Games, Divergent, and

similar books but as you walk through the scenes, the portion of the biblical book of Matthew and

the themes of the Narrow Road and the Narrow Gate come through so clearly. I loved all of the

descriptions and felt like I was right there, in the midst of the action. I could picture every scene and

really appreciated the writing style. It was only a few minutes ago that I finished "The Narrow Gate"

and I can't believe that I hadn't noticed that the next book isn't even out yet. Ack!! How can I handle

having to wait until next month?? Oh goodness. I guess I'll just have to be patient. I'm quite sure it is

going to be just as amazing, if not more so, than "The Narrow Gate." I will highly recommend this

book because of the great balance of deep biblical themes and the adventure/suspense. Can't say

enough about this book. Thank you, Ms. Worth, for writing it!

"The Narrow Gate" is a YA Dystopian read. The characters are both young teens, so geared more

for young readers, however even at 51 I still love a good dystopian. I did enjoy this one a little more

than the prequel, but both are good. I give it four stars, I liked it and will be finishing up the series.

No sexual content or swearing, there is violence in this one. I can recommend for teens.

Very interesting concept you be aware that you need to do good & you can enter the narrow gate!

Good characters & The fox kit was an interesting addition! Cant wait for the sequels !

Was very good but much too short, would have liked to have read more about this interesting

character and her quest for survival

This book was probably intended for younger readers but as a senior I couldn't put it down. Hope

you get to read all the books.
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